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The Spectrum In-Clinic System

A Breakthrough for Routine Culture and Sensitivity Testing
 Easily interpret color reactions









for Staphylococcus, E. coli,
Pseudomonas, and other
common organisms.
Differentiate Gram (+) from
Gram (-) organisms without
staining.
Incorporates gold-standard disc
diffusion method for antibiotic
susceptibility testing.
Comprehensive results in as
little as 18-24 hours.
Economical and efficient.
Applicable for all species.
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Spectrum™ CS is the complete in-clinic solution for
identifying and determining antimicrobial sensitivity
for many common bacterial organisms. At the
heart of the Spectrum CS system is the new
Spectrum IV quad plate that combines Gram
positive and Gram negative chromogenic agars,
selective Staphylococcus agar, and traditional
blood agar into one convenient product.
What makes Spectrum™ chromogenic agars so
innovative is that each has been formulated with
special substrates that produce colored colonies
unique to each bacterium. As an example, E. coli
organisms produce pink to red colonies while
Klebsiella appear blue to dark blue. Pseudomonas
colonies are light green. Streptococci appear as
pinpoint light blue colonies.

Full color laminated interpretation guide provided
free with first order.

Incorporated into the Spectrum CS system is a
separate Mueller Hinton plate, the medium of choice
for antibiotic susceptibility testing. Also included is
the BBL Prompt system that simplifies preparation
of standardized organism suspensions. Antibiotic
sensitivity discs (sold separately) can be selected
from a menu of over 40 antimicrobials allowing you
to choose only those that fit the specific needs of
your practice.
New and refurbished incubators tailored to your
test volume and budget.

Ordering Information:

BBL Prompt System

The Spectrum CS kit includes enough plates and
accessories to process 5 specimens. All plates
come individually wrapped for extended shelf life.

Distributed exclusively by:

18131 SW 98th Ct.
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
800.330.1522 · 305.232.8421 Fax
www.vetlab.com

PLTSP500

Spectrum CS Kit; 5/Pkg.

PLTSP500Q

Spectrum IV Plate (Only)
10/Pkg.

PLT1104

Mueller Hinton Agar; 10/Pkg.
(Individually Wrapped)

EQGLB2850

Disposable 10 ul Calibrated
Inoculating Loop.100/Pkg.

A258062WC

Cotton Tip Sterile Applicators;
100/Pkg.

BD4361181-5 Oxidase Mini-droppers 5/Pkg.

*Spectrum chromogenic agars and kits are
packaged for veterinary use only. Visit
www.vetlab.com/spectrum agar for complete
specifications.
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